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We would also like to introduce Zach Buehrer, a Chemorse production team member.
Zach graduated from Saydel High School and went on to play baseball for Simpson College
for one year. After transferring schools, he acquired his Physical Education Degree from
Grandview University. Prior to joining Chemorse, Zach taught special education in the Waukee
School District.

ZACH
BUEHRER

Zach enjoys being a sports fan, rooting for the Iowa Hawkeyes and Green Bay Packers. Zach
is an advocate for staying healthy, drinking protein shakes, and lifting more weight than
fellow Chemorse team members. In his free time, he enjoys playing sports (golf, basketball,
and paintball) and being with his wife.
Zach is thankful for the opportunity Chemorse has given him and couldn’t be more excited
about the future of the company.
Please join us in welcoming Zach to the Chemorse Family.

Established 1981

Greetings!!
from Iowa

by Gary Ruebel

Welcome to our Fall edition of “Comments.” We are excited to
announce an expansion of our North Plant. This expansion, which is
about complete, will increase the size of our plant by 50%. We will
add another mixing/blending process as well as additional tankage,
warehouse space, and more tank truck loading bays. If you are in the
area, please stop by.

North Plant Expansion Started

Thank you for your continued support.
May God Bless America! Let’s have some fun!
Gary

North Plant Expansion Complete
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Zach recently got married to Katie, on August 13th. They have a home in Ankeny with their
dog Tiger.
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BRANDON
VIRGIL

In this edition of comments,
we would like to introduce
Brandon Virgil, a member of
our Chemorse production
team. Prior to joining
Chemorse, Brandon spent
the last ten years working at
Becker Underwood/BASF. He
lives in Ames with his wife,
Abby, and three little girls,
Parker, Presley, and Paige. In
Brandon’s spare time (which
he says is pretty limited
these days), he enjoys
golfing, woodworking, and
playing the guitar. Lately he
and his girls have had a blast
watching the Cubs try to
make some baseball history.
Brandon is excited to be a
part of the Chemorse team,
and looks forward to the
challenges ahead for this
growing company.
Please join us in welcoming
Brandon to the Chemorse
Family.

by Arthur Bass

Prior to writing this commentary, I researched our past company newsletters
in an effort to avoid any potential redundancy. My first surprise was that this is
our 32nd edition dating back to the original issue in March 2001! My second
discovery was that the major focus of my remarks then was “change and
consolidation in the industry”. Wow—the old saying “the more things change,
the more they stay the same” is particularly appropriate now. Our industry is
currently experiencing significant consolidation at every level of the distribution
chain that is being accelerated by the current low commodity driven agricultural
environment. Not only is change inevitable as noted in our initial issue, but it is
also necessary for future stability. To be effective, change needs to be planned
for with realistic long term goals, embraced with a positive attitude and initiated
promptly and decisively.

SAFE FEED / SAFE FOOD
On June 2nd, 2016 Chemorse was certified under the Safe Feed/Safe Food
certification program administered by the Safe Quality Food Institute (SQFI).
This program is a voluntary, independently certified program that establishes
standards beyond existing FDA guidelines to maximize food and feed safety. A
few of the items our audit covered were equipment, maintenance, housekeeping,
personnel, purchasing, feed additive production, recordkeeping, and shipment.
The initial audit was conducted on May 23rd and we passed with a score of 92
out of 100! We continue to strive for continuous improvement in meeting the
expectations of our customers.

The entire Chemorse team would like to take this opportunity to wish all of you
a Blessed Holiday Season!
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Chemorse has not been immune to this wave of change. In the last fifteen
years alone, we have new assets, new people, new products, a new focus on
research and development and new supply chain partners. However, with all
that change, our focus internally has remained on efficiency driven by hard
work and teamwork and most importantly a desire to be a true stable and ethical
service oriented organization that our customers desire to choose as long term
partners. That stability and the resulting growth even in the face of a changing
cyclical industry have been indicative of our company for over 35 years. Change
WILL continue and we, at Chemorse, will remain humble and acknowledge our
blessings. We will also work hard to structure our company to best serve our
current loyal and future customers.
All human beings by nature desire happiness and stability in their lives on earth.
God offers us that freely not only now but also in eternity if we trust in the work
of His Son on the Cross by faith and not by sight. If we have not experienced
that heartfelt change in our life, there is still time. There is nothing more stable
and life changing than the promises offered in His Word!
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